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JANUARY UPDATE
Commercial property closed out a difficult
year with the first negative total return since
2008. However, this disguises vastly different
segment dynamics. Read more for occupier
and investment updates, economics data and
property forecasts.
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A two-speed property market
as Industrial breaks records

Industrial continued on its sharp improvement in returns profile in
December. Annual total return was 8.7%, up from a 2020 low point of
3.5% in June. Rental growth contributed but the main factor was
a near-30 basis point inward yield shift from the middle of the year.
The two strongest performing segments of UK commercial property
are London multi-let (with a record low 4.39% equivalent yield) and
UK-wide distribution warehouses, with annual returns in December
of 12.6% and 9.0%, respectively. Multi-let outside of the South East
had a lower 4.7% total return in December with its lower rental
growth and smaller but nevertheless inward yield movement.

Source: MSCI
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Retail annual total return remained deeply negative in December at
-10.8%, but it eased again from -11.9% in November as some of the
more intense negative yield impact fell out of the figures, suggesting
stabilisation later in 2021. Shopping centres remain the worst affected
subsegment with an annual total return of -19.9% in December, though
this too appears to be turning the tide. Retail investment in 2020 was
the lowest on record at only £4.5bn – half the 10-year annual average.
Fast forward to 2022 though and returns could finally start to look
more appealing again, driven by retail warehouses.

Annual total return by sector

Feb-19

All Property annual investment in 2020 totalled £43.7bn – the lowest
since 2012. This includes the lowest quarterly volume on record in Q2
during the first coronavirus lockdown. Reflective of the health of the
respective markets Industrial accounted for a record 26% share of all
investment in Q4, which included the £335m EPIC portfolio bought
by Blackstone. Meanwhile Retail recorded its worst year ever.

Office returns have been more moderate than the extremes of
Industrial and Retail. Annual total return was -0.87% in December,
down from -0.30% in November. Landlords have softened leasing
terms such as rent-free periods and start dates, rather than headline
rents while uncertainty is so prevalent. Prime London yields have
held but outward shift has otherwise been a more important factor
on office returns than rents so far, particularly for South East offices.
Office investment was low for the year, but almost £5bn transacted
in Q4, including in December the sale of 1 & 2 Ludgate to Sun
Venture for £552m.

Jan-19

Annual All Property total return, negative for most of 2020,
continued its small rally in December and closed out a difficult
year at -1.03%. This was the first year of negative return since 2008.
Both annual rental growth and yield impact remained negative in
December. However, the trend for yield impact is an improving one
- driven by positives from Industrial - while rental growth continues
to be negative – driven by the beleaguered retail and leisure
sectors, and, increasingly, offices.

UK commercial property investment
Source: Gerald Eve, Propertydata
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Segments
12-month returns to December 2020
Source: Gerald Eve, MSCI
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The unemployment rate ticked up again in November to 5.0% –
still relatively low by longer historical standards but the highest
figure since late 2016, plus the official data do not include the current
significant degree of hidden unemployment that will inevitably
play out over the coming months.

2021 GDP forecast

1.3%

Source: Bank of England, European Commission, IMF, ONS

Feb-19

The smaller effect reflects three main differences. (1) society has
adapted with greater online activity (a record 36% of retail sales
in November, down to 31% in December); (2) GDP begins from an
already much-reduced base; and (3) the rollout of vaccines should
limit the negative impact on consumer and business confidence.
For example, the November lockdown generated only a 2.6%
reduction to output – lower than most commentators expected.
The extended state-offered business loans and furlough scheme
along with extra grants to firms should preserve some businesses
and jobs at risk from the new restrictions in Q1 at least.

5.0%

The monthly monitor

Jan-19

The relatively positive news is that the economic hit of the third
lockdown should be smaller than the first one last Spring. Oxford
Economics expects GDP to fall by 4.4% in Q1, relative to Q4 2020.
This is revised down from +1%, but a long way from the 18.8%
quarter-on-quarter drop in Q2 2020.

The beginning of the year also marked the end of the Brexit
extension and the eleventh-hour agreement will ensure trade stays
tariff and quota free for qualifying goods, but the many new nontariff barriers and inevitable trade frictions will reduce UK export
competitiveness and meaningfully reduce UK GDP growth. On a
more positive note, a 0.6% CPI inflation rate and a 0.25% yield on
10-year bonds point to a supportive environment for consumers,
businesses and property investors.

Dec-18

Last year finished on a slightly more positive note, with progress in
the development of Covid vaccines and the UK and EU avoiding a
no-trade-deal Brexit. Despite the November lockdown, GDP fell ‘only’
2.6% in the month. But with England and Scotland joining Wales and
Northern Ireland in more longstanding national lockdowns on 5th
January the UK economy is set for a much weaker start to 2021 than
previously expected.
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Spotlight on…
prime logistics
A record year for take-up

Prime rents grew by 4.1% in 2020

Lettings for 2020 hit a record-high 56.6 million sq ft, a 22% increase
on 2019. Online retailers continued to respond to the growth in
internet retail, which reached 36% of all retail sales in November 2020.
Amazon alone accounted for 24% of all take-up in 2020.

UK prime headline rents increased 4.1% in 2020, driven by London
& the South East and the East Midlands as occupiers seek out space
ever closer to urban centres. We have a more cautious forecast, with
a UK average 1.8% per year over the next three years.

Logistics demand was broad-based, with 65 individual logistics
occupiers taking space in 2020, itself a record for individual occupier
activity in the sector. We expect logistics demand to remain elevated
in 2021, albeit with more measured and less urgent requirements
than in 2020.

The UK availability rate remained at 6.5% in Q4 2020 and has been
around 6% for the best part of five years now. There was a record
increase in development starts in Q4 to 12.9 million sq ft. Amazon prelets really drove this, though around a third of the total was speculative.

£2.4bn
Q4 2020 Investment

4.1%

56.6m sq ft

12.9m sq ft

2020 Rental Growth

2020 Take-Up

Q4 2020 new Development starts

Take-up by sector
Source: Gerald Eve

A weak year for manufacturers

Investors target long-let industrial

Manufacturing accounted for 13% of 2020 take-up, which was well
below average. Some activity recorded in Q4 was Covid-related
(Pfizer bought land for development in Havant and PPE manufacturer
Ramfoam committed to space in Tividale), but most was home or
construction-related.

Most investors see logistics as one of the few segments that
currently offers both income security and rental growth prospects.
The completion of three large portfolios: the EPIC portfolio
bought by Blackstone for £335m, the Marlin portfolio bought by
AIMCo (Canada) for £260m, and the Platform portfolio bought by
Blackstone for £473m drove an increase in volumes traded to over
2.4 billion in Q4, the largest quarterly volume traded on record.

The ‘rules of origin’ clauses in the Brexit trade agreement are causing
problems with exporting goods not ‘in transit’, notably affecting UK food
& drink and clothing operators. Consequently, some businesses may have
to reduce trading with the EU or split their supply chains to avoid crossChannel trade, though freeports remain an option for the Government.
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Outlook
All Property total return is forecast to return to a positive and
be 6.0% in 2021, improving to 7.2% in 2022, as Retail pricing
stabilises. Equivalent yields will be offset by different sector
forces and remain around 5.7% in 2021 and 22.
There will be sustained underlying strength
in the Industrial market, especially in London
and the South East. However, yields are
arguably near their floor in prime markets
and an uncertain outlook for consumers
and businesses following the unwinding
of Coronavirus government support will
inevitably lead to at least some small
increase in voids. Consequently, inward yield
momentum is forecast to slow over 2021.
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Headline Office rents are expected to deteriorate Annual
more rapidly in 2021 as the return to workplaces
better evidences the occupier fallout from the
lockdowns. Thus some further yield softening 2017
in the short term is expected – particularly for
2018
secondary assets with greater ESG issues.
2019
Retail should experience some further but
smaller fall in rents and more moderate
outward yield shift in 2021. Stabilisation in
the sector by 2022 points to some relatively
competitive returns, boosted by a large
income return component.
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We track the share price movement and regulatory announcements
of 57 real estate owning listed entities (“Gerald Eve tracked index”).
A summary of the Gerald Eve tracked index in terms of GAV, NAV,
LTV, Dividend, Share Price, Market Cap, Discount/Premium to NAV
and their respective weekly movement is attached. This edition
provides a comparison to share price data from 3 February 2020
(pre-Covid-19 level) to 31 August, demonstrating the impact across
certain entities as a direct result of Covid-19.
As at 31 of August, the Gerald Eve tracked index is currently down 32% to preCovid-19 levels, under-performing the FTSE350 which is down 20% by comparison.
The tracked listed REITs share price increased on average 1% since 1 August 2020
(March: -25%, April: +6%, May: -3%, June: -3%, July: -1%). The average discount to
NAV is currently 29% against 3% pre-Covid-19.
As illustrated in the graph below, we have seen little recovery across the various
sector groups since our last report in June.
Share price impact from 3 February 2020
(pre-Covid-19 level) to present day
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